F.No.A-10011/NTP/2019-PPC

Prasar Bharati Secretariat
7th Floor, Prasar Bharati House,
Copernicus Marg, New Delhi

Dated: 16th July 2020

Office Memorandum

Subject: **Reviewing the PB Secretariat’s Office Order No. 122/2020-PPC dated 20.04.2020 – regarding**

This is in continuation to this Secretariat’s Office order No. 122/2020-PPC dated 20.4.2020 and in supersession of OM of even number dated 23.06.2020 on the above subject.

2. It has been observed that said OM has been misunderstood/ misinterpreted by various quarters and taken as “there shall be no grant of TA/DA in further transfers” and "there won’t be any transfers in this year”.

3. This Secretariat is in receipt of various representations in this regard. These representations were examined and it is clarified that OM dated 23.06.2020 was issued in order to take a decision on relieving of the officers as per the transfer orders issued before lockdown period and which were kept under abeyance in consonance with this Secretariat’s Order dated 20.04.2020.

4. In accordance with Order dated 20.4.2020, all the transfer orders to and fro difficult stations need to be implemented immediately. However, the other transfer orders including on completion of tenure at normal station or request transfers etc. need to be reviewed in accordance with order dated 20.4.2020. The transfer orders in case of exigency of work may continue to be issued and implemented. However, there should not be any transfers to DMCs/ LPTs and PGFs till further order.

5. The request transfers need to be considered keeping in view that it should not create any financial liability and the officer/ official may be relieved without any substitute and it should not affect the functioning of the concerned establishment.

6. The review in respect of Zonal cadres is to be done by Zonal ADGs. However, for All India Cadres, the proposal may be referred to respective directorates for the decision of the competent authority. The transfer cases of CCW are to be referred to DG: AIR for review. However, there shall not be any change in competent authority in respect of transfer/ posting to and fro difficult stations.
7. The Transfer Recommendation Committees to consider transfers in accordance with this order shall be as per PPC order no. 121/2020-PPC dated 15.4.2020.

8. The TA/DA, Transfer grant and joining time shall be applicable as per rules.

9. These instructions shall be applicable till further order.

(Alok Kumar Sharma)
Director (Pers.)
Phone No. – (011) 23118410

To

1. DG, AIR, DG, DDn, Pr. DG, NSD AIR, DG, DD News
2. E-in-C(Broadcast Operations) / E-in-C(Special Initiatives & Common Services)
3. All ADGs / DDGs at PB Secretariat
4. All Zonal ADGs(E) and Zonal ADGs(P) / All AIR Stations /DDKs through respective SCOR Sections
5. ADG(Admn), DG:AIR / ADG(Admn), DG:DD / ADG(NABM)
6. Head (PBNS & DP) / Head of Sales PB
7. DDG(EPM) DG:AIR / DDG(HRD), DG:DD
8. DDG(Tech), PBS for uploading this order on PB Website
9. Hindi Unit for Hindi Version
10. Office Orders Folder.

Copy to:

1. SO to CEO
2. PS to M(F)
3. O/o CVO PB Doordarshan Bhawan
4. Ms. Jyoti Mehta, Director (BAP), MIB, Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi.